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Abstract: In the present work, fiber-based frequency-modulated light
scattering interferometry (FMLSI) is developed and employed for studies of
optical properties and dynamics in liquid phantoms made from Intralipid®.
The fiber-based FMLSI system retrieves the optical properties by
examining the intensity fluctuations through the turbid medium in a
heterodyne detection scheme using a continuous-wave frequency-modulated
coherent light source. A time resolution of 21 ps is obtained, and the
experimental results for the diluted Intralipid phantoms show good
agreement with the predicted results based on published data. The present
system shows great potential for assessment of optical properties as well as
dynamic studies in liquid phantoms, dairy products, and human tissues.
© 2014 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (290.7050) Turbid media; (120.5820) Scattering measurements; (120.6160)
Speckle interferometry.
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1. Introduction
As light is irradiated on a turbid medium, it is scattered and absorbed. The scattering and
absorption effects can be quantitatively described by the optical properties of the turbid
medium, particularly the reduced scattering coefficient and the absorption coefficient. By
studying the optical properties of turbid media, one can retrieve the concentrations of the
absorbing constituents for, e.g., pharmaceutical tablets [1,2] and wood materials [3]. The
optical properties are also highly relevant for, e.g., skin disease assessment [4–6] and
tumor/cancer characterization [7–9]. Furthermore, they can be used for modelling light
propagation in turbid media, which is particularly useful in biomedical applications [10,11].
Traditionally, there are several experimental approaches which can provide information on
the optical properties for turbid media, i.e., time-of-flight spectroscopy (TOFS) [12], the
frequency domain photon migration (FDPM) technique [13], and the spatially-resolved
diffuse reflectance method [14], etc. The TOFS technique detects the time dispersion (time-
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of-flight distribution) of a picosecond light pulse through the sample, while the FDPM
technique measures the phase shift of sinusoidally intensity-modulated light traveling through
the scattering medium. Of these techniques, the FDPM technique has several attributes that
make it well-suited for in situ optical properties studies or human diseases assessment.
However, the accuracy is generally lower than that of the TOFS technique. Besides, real time
phase calibration on the system response is needed for the FDPM technique due to the phase
shifts introduced by the instrument such as amplitude-phase cross-talk, which causes
inconvenience for real time measurements [15].
Optical properties can also be measured by the low coherent interferometry (LCI)
technique [16–20], which examines intensity fluctuations by employing a low-coherence light
source. The scattered light – from the ballistic region to the diffusive region – can be clearly
resolved by mechanically changing the pathlength of the reference arm [21–23]. By
integrating the Doppler power spectrum for each pathlength, the pathlength-resolved photon
density function, equivalent to the time-of-flight distribution, can be obtained to retrieve
optical properties in dynamic turbid media. However, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is much
lower compared with that of the TOFS technique [24,25]. Thus, it is seldom used for optical
properties studies. Nevertheless, the LCI technique has been widely used to study the
dynamics of turbid media, e.g., Brownian motion [26] and blood perfusion [27], which is
difficult for the other methods mentioned above. Actually, apart from utilizing low-coherence
light sources, Brownian motion or blood perfusion can also be examined by the so-called laser
speckle imaging (LSI) technique with coherent light sources, where the Doppler shifts
resulting from the motions of scattering particles are measured [28]. However, the results
obtained by the LSI technique are often elusive because of the high scattering in turbid media.
Fortunately, such an issue could be solved by introducing the spatial frequency domain
imaging technique, where the characteristic path lengths of photons can be controlled [29,30].
Inspired by the rich applied fields of the light scattering techniques outlined above,
frequency modulated light scattering interferometry (FMLSI) was recently introduced to
study the optical properties and Brownian motion of liquid phantoms by employing a coherent
light source [31]. By using a compact and robust free space optical system, FMLSI has
achieved promising results. However, the free space FMLSI system limits measurement
geometries and thus applications. To overcome such limitations, the present work develops a
fiber-based FMLSI system which can be very useful in terms of flexibility especially when
measuring biological tissues. The optical properties of both static and dynamic turbid media
are studied, and the Brownian diffusion constant of the dynamic turbid samples made from
Intralipid® are investigated. The measurement results are compared with predicted values
based on published data. The study also includes a discussion of the data analysis procedures
and the effect of window functions when performing Fourier transform on the detected light
signal, which was not included in the previous work.
2. Theoretical background
In this work, the FMLSI technique deals with scattering media involving both diffusively
scattered light and Doppler effects, resulting from Brownian motion. We thus first introduce
the basic concept of Brownian motion and relevant techniques; then the FMLSI technique is
described in Section 2.2.
2.1. Brownian motion
Brownian motion, widely existing in many turbid media, has attracted considerable interest
and found enormous applications. The movement of scattering particles can be detected by
the dynamic light scattering (DLS) technique, which examines the intensity fluctuation of
singly scattered light (see Fig. 1(a)). The power spectrum of the heterodyne-detected intensity
fluctuation is given by a Lorentzian function:
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S = f 0 (π f 2 + π f 02 ) .

(1)

here, f 0 is the linewidth of the Lorentzian curve, given by f 0 = q 2 DB in the single scattering
region. q denotes the photon momentum transfer depending on the deflection angle. DB is the
Brownian diffusion constant, depending on the hydrodynamic diameter ( a ) of the moving
particles and viscosity of the turbid medium ( η ), and can be given by Stokes-Einstein
relationship DB = k BT / 3πη a. Here k B is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.

Fig. 1. Schematics of (a) DLS, (b) DWS, (c) LCI and (d) FMLSI techniques. M and PD
correspond to mirror (or beam splitter) and photo diode, respectively.

From the Doppler power spectrum of the intensity fluctuation or sometimes from the
autocorrelation function, one can retrieve the structure and dynamics of the turbid medium,
e.g., particle size [32–35], flow velocity [36], and coagulation and rheology process
parameters [37–40]. The major deficiency of DLS is that the condensed sample must be
diluted to remain in the single scattering region [41]. Diffusing wave spectroscopy (DWS)
[42,43] is thus formulated to deal with multiple or diffusive scattered light (see Fig. 1(b)). The
power spectrum for each possible pathlength is integrated in DWS [44], and thus cannot be
resolved individually. In practice, the power spectrum measured by the DWS technique
depends on the transport mean free path or optical properties [43] which must be determined
independently. On the contrary, the LCI technique can measure the power spectrum for each
possible path length individually (see Fig. 1(c)).
According to diffusion theory, the pathlength-resolved Doppler power spectrum can also
be given by Eq. (1). However, the linewidth f 0 is dependent on the transport mean free path
( l * ) and the photon path length ( s = c ' t ), i.e., f 0 = k 2 DB s / (π l * ) . Here, l * is the reciprocal of

the reduced scattering coefficient ( μs ' ) of the turbid medium, and c ' is the speed of light in
the turbid medium.
2.2. Principles of the FMLSI technique
The FMLSI technique, originating from frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW)
radars [45,46] and optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) [47,48], has recently been
demonstrated to assess photon migration in turbid media by using tunable diode lasers with a
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linearly [31,49–51] or sinusoidally [52–55] chirped optical frequency. However, the
movements of the scattering particles must be assumed to be negligible for sinusoidal
frequency modulation [54,55], which is not needed for linear frequency scanning. In the
present work, we only give a very brief introduction of the FMLSI technique with linear
frequency scanning in the case of dynamic turbid media involving Brownian motion.
As shown in Fig. 1(d), by scanning the wavelength/frequency of the light source, beat
signals are produced due to time delays between the scattered and reference light waves in the
Mach-Zehnder interferometer [56]. Besides, a Doppler shift is generated due to the movement
of the scattering particles. Thus, the power spectrum of the detected light intensity is the
combined effect of the Doppler shifts and light scattering, from which the optical properties
and Brownian diffusion constant can be directly retrieved based on diffusion approximation
theory. The power spectrum of the light intensity examined by the FMLSI technique is given
by [31]
P ( f ) =  S [t , f − (t+t0 )β ] ρ(t)dt.

(2)

Here, β = Δν f m is the optical frequency modulation coefficient, Δν is the modulation
range, f m is the modulation frequency, t0 takes account of the time difference for light

traveling in the two arms of the interferometer. S ( t , f ) corresponds to the pathlength-

resolved Doppler power spectrum measured by LCI with a path length of s = c ' t . From Eq.
(2), it can be seen that the power spectrum examined by the FMLSI technique is actually the
accumulation of the Doppler spectra for all possible pathlengths. However, the accumulation
is frequency shifted due to the linear frequency modulation in the FMLSI technique. Thus, the
information of light scattering is retained, which is not the case for the DWS techniques.
In the case of an infinite medium, the detected light intensity with a source-detector
separation of r can be simply described by the diffusion approximation theory:

ρ( r, t) =

c'
4π

 1 


 4π Dc ' t 

3/2

exp( − μa c ' t −

r2
).
4 Dc ' t

(3)

Here, D is the optical diffusion coefficient given by D = 1 3 ( μs '+ μa )  . For the time-offlight distribution in other geometries, the reader is referred to [57]. However, it is important
to note that the diffusion approximation theory is mainly valid for the cases when scattering is
dominant over absorption and the source-detector separation is sufficiently large ( r > 10l * ).
By modeling Eq. (2), the reduced scattering coefficient and absorption coefficient can be
separated and the Brownian diffusion constant of the turbid medium is also retrieved. For a
static turbid medium, the power spectrum of the Brownian motion can be replaced by a Dirac
delta function, as discussed in [31].
3. Materials and methods

3.1. Instrumentation
The system schematic is given in Fig. 2. A tunable DFB diode laser (EYP-DFB-0852-001501500-TOC03) running at 852 nm is utilized as a light source. The typical linewidth of the
diode laser is 2 MHz, providing a coherence length up to 150 m in free space. The
wavelength/frequency of the laser diode is scanned in a repetition frequency of 400 Hz with
triangular waveform. The corresponding optical tuning range is Δν = 60 GHz. The output
laser beam is first collimated and then divided into two paths: one path is coupled into a
graded index multimode fiber (600 μm core diameter) to illuminate the sample, and the other
part is guided directly into the interferometer. Scattered light is collected by another graded
index multimode fiber with 100 μm core diameter, and collimated before coupled together
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with the reference arm. The beat signal is detected by an avalanche photodiode (APD, API,
APD-SD384-70-72-661), amplified by a low-noise amplifier (SRS Model SR560) with a
band-pass filter (10 kHz – 10 MHz). The light signal is then sampled by a data acquisition
card (NI 6132) with a sampling frequency of 2.5 MHz, and the digitized data are transferred
to a computer for analysis. The reason for using a triangular wave instead of a saw-tooth wave
is that the intensity of the harmonics of the triangular wave decreases much faster, giving
much smaller effect on the power spectrum, and sets lower requirement on the electronics.
We should note that the equivalent modulation frequency f m is then 800 Hz when using 400Hz triangular modulation.
Using multimode fibers to deliver and collect light is particularly convenient for optical
properties and dynamics studies for many applications, as shown in Fig. 2. Static samples can
then be measured in reflectance or transmittance geometries. The dynamic turbid samples can
be measured by inserting the multimode fibers deep down into the medium, to perform
measurements with infinite geometry. However, one must carefully align the system to avoid
optical interference fringes originating from the surfaces of the optics. In practice, when
coupling light into the delivery fiber with 600 μm core diameter, it is much easier to eliminate
spurious interference fringes compared to the case of a 100 μm fiber, when considering a high
coupling efficiency. However, the 600 μm multimode fiber may induce the risk of increased
time dispersion, although the time dispersion of a graded index multimode fiber should in
principle not depend on the core diameter of fibers. The main reason of using a 100 μm
collection fiber is to match the beam sizes of the reference arm and the fiber with less optics,
which can minimize the interference fringes resulting from the surfaces of optics. However,
one can definitely use collection fiber with even larger core diameter if the interference
fringes originating from the surfaces of optical components can be efficiently suppressed. In
the current system, an optical isolator is used both for protecting the diode laser and reducing
the interference fringes.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the fiber based FMLSI system, (a) reflectance measurement for a static
medium, and (b) dynamic turbid medium measured in an infinite geometry.

3.2. Data analysis
When digitizing the beat signal, the effective sampling time ( Ts ) is normally slightly shorter
than the modulation period (1.25 ms), i.e., Ts = 1 ms, to avoid a sharp edge due to the
modulation pattern. Thus, the frequency bin of the Fourier transform is 1 / Ts = 1 kHz, which
gives a time resolution of 1 / β Ts = 21 ps for the present FMLSI system. If we denote the
detected light intensity as I (Ts , t ) , the corresponding power spectrum can be calculated as
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PI ( f ) = F [ I (Ts , t ) w(Ts , t )]

here,

2

.

(4)

denotes the ensemble average of the power spectrum, and w(Ts , t ) is the window

function to reduce frequency leakage due to non-integral data sampling, which is an intrinsic
problem of the digital Fourier transform (DFT). Typical window functions are, e.g.,
rectangular, Hanning or Hamming windows. In our previous work, a rectangular window
function was used [31]. In this work, we study the effect of applying different window
functions. The main characteristics of window functions are the suppression of the maximum
side lobes and the effective bandwidth B (or frequency bin). Here we investigate the effect of
three different window functions: rectangular ( B = 1), exponential ( B = 1.08), and
Hamming window functions ( B = 1.37). Generally, larger suppression of side lobes
corresponds to a larger bandwidth ( B ), giving a reduced frequency resolution.
The background power spectrum, which can be recorded by blocking the collection fiber,
must be subtracted from the power spectrum measured through the samples. The frequency
offset t0 β can be measured by sending light through a paper, which has a negligible path
length, before being collected by the multimode fiber. The value of t0 β is 65 kHz in the
current system. The obtained power spectrum is then referred to as the instrument response
function (IRF, R ( f ) ). IRF normally has a certain spectral width, resulting from, e.g., mode
dispersion in the graded index fiber, non-infinitely narrow laser linewidth, and frequency
leakage. The nonlinear fitting process can then be performed according to the following
equation
PI ( f ) = A1  P( f ') R ( f '− f )df '.

(5)

here, A1 is a scaling factor. Based on Eqs. (4) and (5), the optical properties and the Brownian
diffusion constant can be obtained.
3.3. Materials
3.3.1. Polystyrene foam
The static turbid medium examined here is a 12-mm polystyrene foam with extremely high
porosity (98%). The value of μs ' is typically between 33 to 36 cm−1, while the absorption
coefficient is negligible compared to the reduced scattering coefficient [51]. The effective
refractive index of polystyrene foam is about 1.01 [15].
3.3.2. Intralipid phantoms
In the present work, 20% Intralipid (0.2 g per mL, Batch 10GC9599), made up of 20%
soybean oil, 1.2% egg yolk phospholipids, 2.25% glycerin, and water (Fresenius Kabi AB,
Uppsala, Sweden), was used as scattering particles and was diluted to prepare dynamic
phantom samples. Six samples were prepared by first mixing 35 ml 20% Intralipid with 550ml water and then continuously adding 5-ml Intralipid into the glass container until 60 ml
20% Intralipid was reached in total. The corresponding Intralipid mass concentrations were
1.21%, 1.37%, 1.54%, 1.69%, 1.85% and 2.01% (g/ml).
In order to verify the experimental results, we hereby try to estimate the values of optical
properties and the Brownian diffusion constant based on relevant data published by other
researchers. Intralipid, which has been carefully studied by many groups [58–62], is very
popular as standard tissue phantoms for various biomedical applications. In this work, the
optical properties for the 20% Intralipid studied recently by Di Ninni et al. [60,61], are used
as references. The value of μs ' is wavelength dependent, and is estimated to be 180 cm−1 at
852 nm, which are quite close (a few percent difference) to the results measured by the TOFS
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technique [62]. The values of μs ' for the diluted Intralipid phantom samples with a mass
concentration of φ (g/ml) can be simply estimated as

μs '(φ ) = μs '(0.2g/ml)

φ
0.2g/ml

(6)

According to the above equation, the values of μs ' will vary from 10.8 to 18.0 cm−1. The
absorption coefficient of Intralipid is quite low in this wavelength region [61]. Thus, the
absorption of the diluted Intralipid phantoms is mainly due to water, with an absorption
coefficient of around 0.043 cm−1 [63]. Thus, the requirement for the validity of the diffusion
approximation theory is satisfied for the dynamic samples when the source-detector
separation is in the order of 10 mm.
To estimate the value of Brownian diffusion constant DB , viscosity and hydrodynamic
diameter are the two key parameters. The viscosity ( η ) of the turbid medium linearly
increases with the particle volume fraction ( φV ) for extremely low particle volume
concentrations, i.e., η = (1 + 2.5φV )ηwater (T ) ; here ηwater (T ) is the viscosity of water at the
temperature T . The value of φV is very close to the mass concentration since the density of
Intralipid is close to 1 [59]. Obviously, the value of the viscosity only increases a few percent
for the extremely low Intralipid concentrations and the viscosity of water can be used as an
approximation of the viscosity for all Intralipid samples. Based on the above discussions, an
estimated viscosity of the Intralipid phantom samples can be obtained, i.e., 1.0 × 10−3 Pa·s at
room temperature (20°C). For the hydrodynamic diameter/radius of the scattering particles,
the physical particle size, varying from 25 nm up to hundreds of nm for the 20% Intralipid,
can be used as an approximation for the hydrodynamic diameter, i.e., 0.12 μm which is
calculated from the weighted average of Eq. (7) in [59]. Thus, the Brownian diffusion
constant can be calculated, i.e., 3.6 × 10−12 m2/s.
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Static turbid media measurements
Figure 3 shows the power spectra of a polystyrene foam measured in transmission geometry.
Without any vibration, the power spectrum shows many spikes and is difficult to model. This
is also what we expect based on previous work [51]. However, after manually vibrating the
collection fiber, which generates a random interference speckle pattern, the power spectrum is
smoothed. The nonlinear fitting, performed in the region between 74 kHz to 134 kHz, gives a
reduced scattering coefficient of 34 cm−1, and a negligible absorption coefficient, which is in
good agreement with the results obtained by the TOFS system [51].
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Fig. 3. Power spectra (plotted in logarithmic scale) of a 12-mm polystyrene foam measured in
transmission geometry.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the fits are worse for the high-frequency region when the
intensity of the power spectrum is decreased. Notably, the measured and fitted power spectra
show large discrepancies in the low-frequency region. The deviation can be attributed to the
vibration of the collection fiber, which may induce extra time dispersion and frequency
leakage. Actually, we can even observe that the power spectrum is broadened in the lowfrequency region after vibration. To reduce the discrepancies and obtain a smooth power
spectrum, alternatively, one can randomly vibrate the illumination fiber on a very small scale
to smooth the power spectrum as demonstrated in [52]. Another way to obtain a smooth
power spectrum is to randomly change the phase of the reference light wave. This method has
been utilized to study static turbid media with LCI techniques [64]. In practice, similar
techniques have been used to change the phase term or wave front to focus a light beam after
propagation in turbid media [65]. Despite that the results render discrepancies in lowfrequency fitting, however, the agreement between the measured values and previous work
show great potential for using the FMLSI technique for optical properties studies on static
turbid media.
4.2. Dynamic turbid media measurements
The power spectra for several Intralipid samples and the corresponding fitting results are
shown in Fig. 4. The samples are measured in an infinite geometry with source-detector
separation of 12 mm. Not surprisingly, the power spectra are quite smooth due to the
movement of the scattering particles. The peaks of the power spectra shift to higher frequency
with increased reduced scattering coefficients. The fitting range starts from 65 kHz and ends
up at the frequencies where the corresponding intensities are around 20% of the peak
intensity. As can be seen from Fig. 4, very promising fitting results are obtained by employing
a Hamming window function. The fitting values of the optical properties and the Brownian
diffusion constants are given in Fig. 5. The slightly larger values of μs ' compared with the
estimated values are due to, e.g., source-detector separation errors and measurement errors of
the modulation frequency. Notably, similar error sources also exist in the TOFS technique.
Nevertheless, the values of μs ' follow the variations of the estimated values.
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Fig. 4. Power spectra (plotted in logarithmic scale) for samples with different Intralipid
concentrations (volumes).

The measured values of μa are larger than that for water, but the variations are small.
Although the experimental noise is, generally speaking, at a low level, it can still result in
fitting errors or variations on the values of μa and μs ' , due to the relatively strong coupling
between μs ' and μa . After fixing the values of μa to the average value, i.e., 0.068 cm−1, the
fitting values of μs ' show even better linearity, as can be seen from Fig. 5(a); however, the
values of the Brownian diffusion constant DB do not change. It can be mentioned that we also
further fixed the value of DB to the average value, i.e., 1.9 × 10−12 m2/s; however, the
linearity of the values of μs ' did not improve any more. This indicates that the coupling
between the Brownian diffusion constant and reduced scattering coefficient is very weak.
Moreover, we should note that a larger Brownian diffusion constant will give a broader power
spectrum while a larger absorption coefficient can kill photons with longer path lengths and
thus narrow the power spectrum. In practice, it seems that the absorption coefficient and the
Brownian diffusion constant are entangled, as shown in Fig. 5(b). The variations ( ± 11%) of
the Brownian diffusion constant can be attributed to fitting errors, experimental noise, and
variations of the dynamics of the samples.

Fig. 5. (a) Reduced scattering coefficients, (b) absorption coefficients and Brownian diffusion
constants for liquid phantoms with different Intralipid concentrations when employing a
Hamming window function. The corresponding estimated values given in Section 3.3.2 are
0.043 cm−1 ( μa ) and 3.6 × 10−12 m2/s ( DB ), respectively.
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Fig. 6. (a) Power spectra for 60-ml 20% Intralipid sample (plotted in logarithmic scale) with
different window functions. The rectangular window function works better for the lowfrequency region, while the Hamming window function has better performance for the highfrequency region; (b) Brownian diffusion constants obtained for different window functions,
the corresponding mean values and standard variations are 4.4 ± 0.3 × 10−12 m2/s (rectangular),
2.7 ± 0.1 × 10−12 m2/s (exponential) 1.9 ± 0.2 × 10−12 m2/s (Hamming).

When applying different window functions on the detected light signal, the resulted power
spectra are significantly different, as can be seen from Fig. 6(a). However, the variations of
the values of μs ' are generally less than 2%. The values of μa are 0.099 ± 0.003 cm−1
(rectangular), 0.079 ± 002 cm−1 (exponential), and 0.068 ± 0.003 cm−1 (Hamming). As is
well-known, the absorption coefficient mainly affects the slope of the time-of-flight
distribution. Coincidentally, we clearly see that the slope of the power spectrum changes
when employing different window functions, which is the main reason why the variation of
μa is much larger compared to that of μs ' . We also note that the percentage errors of the fits
are different when applying different window functions, which could also contribute the
variations of the fitting results.
Significant differences occur for the values of the Brownian diffusion constant when
applying different window functions, as shown in Fig. 6(b). As can be seen, the values of DB
decrease as the power spectra become narrower and shift to the higher-frequency region when
employing different window functions. Such variations are reasonable, since the effect of
Brownian motion is to introduce a broadening on the time-of-flight distribution, as described
by Eq. (2). Such an effect is quite similar to the one resulting from the window function given
in Eq. (4), which is equivalent to a convolution in the frequency domain.
The large variation substantially increases the difficulties in studying the Brownian motion
from the power spectrum. From Fig. 6(b), it can be seen that Brownian diffusion constants
obtained with the exponential window function have the lowest variation, and are close to
what has been estimated in Section 3.2. Notably, the absorption coefficients also have the
lowest variation. Based on these observations, we can conclude that the exponential window
function should probably be used for data analysis to obtain reasonable values of the
Brownian diffusion constant. However, careful calibration of the Brownian diffusion constant
with other techniques should be performed to confirm this conclusion.
Based on the above discussion, the uncertainties of the fitting values when employing the
exponential window function are also investigated. As shown in Table 1, we can observe a
clear increasing trend of fitting uncertainties when the scattering coefficient or Intralipid
volume is decreased. This indicates that the increase of fitting uncertainties is related to the
validity of the diffusion approximation theory. Besides, another major uncertainty of the
extracted values originates from the measurement error of source-detector separation. It is
found out that if the source-detector separation varies ± 0.5 mm around 12 mm, the maximum
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variations of the extracted parameters are ± 8.9% ( μs ' ),± 0.0% ( μa ), and ± 8.5% ( DB ).
Considering also the error resulting from source-detector separation, the overall
errors/uncertainties can be estimated, i.e., ± 10% ( μs ' ), ± 12% ( μa ), and ± 12% ( DB ).
However, to be noted, the uncertainties discussed here can be further reduced by, e.g.,
employing Monte Carlo simulation or reduce the percentage error of the source-detector
separation.
Table 1. Fitting errors of optical properties and Brownian diffusion constant when
employing an exponential window function.
Intralipid volume/ ml

60

55

50

45

40

35

μ s ' fitting uncertainties (±/%)

2.3

2.1

2.5

3.2

3.2

3.6

μa fitting uncertainties (±/%)

6.5

6.1

7.4

9.7

9.7

11.7

DB fitting uncertainties (±/%)

3.7

3.8

4.6

7.3

7.7

9.0

5. Conclusions

We prove that a fiber-based FMLSI system can be very useful for optical properties studies,
both for static and dynamic turbid media involving Brownian motion. The optical properties
obtained in this study show good agreement with published work. We suggest that, for other
dynamic turbid media where the scattering particles exhibit, e.g., directional movement, the
theoretical model mentioned above should be modified to take this into account. By using the
statistical method – Monte Carlo simulation, one can, in principle, model any type of dynamic
turbid media. On the other hand, one can increase the modulation frequency, which could then
freeze the movement of the scattering particles, and the optical properties can be readily
obtained without considering the Doppler effect.
Brownian diffusion constants are also investigated in this work. It is found that the
measured values are significantly affected by the frequency leakage. Different window
functions result in completely different values of DB ; however, the optical properties do not
change too much, especially for the reduced scattering coefficient. Based on the present work,
we conclude that the exponential window function can give promising results. However, this
must be further confirmed, e.g., by performing careful DWS studies on the liquid phantoms. If
the presented results can be verified, the FMLSI technique is a promising technique for
general colloidal suspension studies, since it can directly obtain the Brownian diffusion
constant while the DWS technique requires independent measurement of the reduced
scattering coefficient.
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